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Background:  
I work at Dunmow St Mary’s Primary School in Essex, where I am a Year 2 teacher. I’ve been teaching 
for three years. Our school has been taking part in a year-long development programme with The 
Writing For Pleasure Centre. 
 

Principle(s) in focus: 
My project addresses in particular the following strands of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy: 
 

● Set writing goals 
● Teach daily mini-lessons 

 

Aims: 
This project had a number of aims. Initially, I wanted to help children to become more aware of what 
good writing looked like and how identifying and applying product goals could positively impact on the 
children’s compositions. I also wanted to see how mini-lessons, responsive to children’s writing needs, 
and taught at the start of daily writing workshop sessions, would positively impact their writing 
outcomes. Finally, my project aimed to evaluate the impact setting a genuine publishing goal and a 
writing deadline would have on the class.  
 

Description: 
 

My traditional writing unit 
My English topic for that half term has typically been a novel study of George’s Marvellous Medicine. I 
ask the children to write character descriptions to help them with their story writing abilities. This year, 
in response to what I learnt during The Writing For Pleasure Centre’s school residency programme, I 
started the project by reading and discussing a whole variety of good character descriptions. As a class 
we took our time to consider carefully: 
 

 What made these examples so good? 

 What has the writer done? 

 What would we have to do to write character descriptions like these? 
 

We then moved onto looking at ‘bad’ examples. These were examples which didn’t achieve what the 
children had identified as making good character descriptions from the previous day. During this 
process, we put together a list of product goals. Research has shown how important it is to make sure 
the setting of product goals is child-led so children feel that they have taken some ownership over the 
project and feel that they know what to do to write successful and meaningful texts (Young & Ferguson 
2020). Very quickly, the children were able to identify two clear goals: describe the person's 
appearance and their personality using adjectives and noun phrases. 
 

A purposeful & authentic class writing project 
At this stage, and in keeping with our traditional planning, I modelled to the children how we could plan 
our writing. I picked a person from the story - selecting Grandma as she had the most distinguishing 
features. We then collectively generated a list of things you could describe about a person. We had a 
long list of body parts (eyes, nose, ears). We recognised that we probably needed to write about 
features that stood out.  

https://writing4pleasure.com/setting-writing-goals/
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Usually, at this point in the unit, I would provide children with a 
character from the book to describe. However, this year, I wanted to 
give children the agency to choose who they wanted to write about. 
I expected many would follow my lead and pick Grandma but they 
didn't. This was huge for me. Most of the time I’ve forced children 
into writing about someone I have selected, always assuming this to 
be easier for them or because I’ve decided they would enjoy it. I’ve 
since realised that by doing this you often lose the voice of the writer 
along with their desire to write. 
 
As usual, children planned using drawings and writing down any key 
words or adjectives they wanted to use. However, the room lacked a 
buzz and a sense of excitement. 
 
Then it happened! As some children were reading their developing 
pieces to their peers, one child explained they had written about a 
class member rather than a character from the book. Suddenly, 
everyone was listening, trying to figure out who this child could be. 
The room was filled with intrigue and interest. Then another child 

said “I think we need to write about each other - Miss can’t we write about each other and guess who 
we have written about?” This was followed with chatter and calls of “Miss. Please. This sounds like a 
great idea”. The change in the room was remarkable. Obviously my answer was yes! For the first time, 
we, as a community of writers, had co-created our own class writing project. A project with a genuine 
purpose and future audience. We decided we would create a ‘Guess Who?’ book and publish it into the 
class library. Having a purpose for their piece, that they had identified themselves, made all the 
difference. I realised my usual writing unit didn't have any meaningful end goal. Now, suddenly, we 
were all writing individually yet collectively. We love to read books that contain our own writing so this 
was a perfect goal for our class. 
 

The power of a publishing goal 
The best part about this new direction was the children were excited and motivated. As Donald Graves 
(1983) says: they wanted to write! I stopped putting daily learning intentions into their books, and 
instead we used and refined our product goals as a way to guide us. In keeping with what I had learnt 
during the residency programme, I wanted the children to feel that they could craft their writing at a 
pace that suited them best (Young & Ferguson 2020). We dated our progress to keep us accountable 
and that was it. The children themselves decided how they were going to negotiate the writing 
processes. Some began by planning, drawing the person they were writing about and generating ideas. 
Others felt ready to draft straight away. This made me realise how many times we just assume the 
writing process is one size fits all. How many times do we ask children to complete their planning at the 
same time, when some might not be ready, and others might be ready without it?  
 
Soon, the children were showing me that they could confidently apply the product goals we had 
identified. They all knew what we were aiming for. To my surprise, allowing the children the chance to 
write at their own pace didn’t mean less was written; it had the opposite effect. The children wrote 
more, wrote better, and importantly wanted to write. 
 
Setting up a community of writers  
Simple changes were made to the classroom environment, mainly the working wall which we divided 
into four areas: a list of our generated ideas, our product goals, our publishing goal, and a countdown 
of the number of days before our final publishing deadline. 
 

https://writing4pleasure.com/building-a-community-of-writers/
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Mini-lessons 
This shift in direction made me think carefully about how I 
tailored my ‘teaching time’. Mini lessons are short 
instructional lessons which are taught in response to what 
the children have identified in their list of product goals or 
from the developing needs I saw as the project 
progressed. For example, it was soon clear to me that 
many had applied the product goals and wanted to learn 
more about the writer’s craft. In response, I planned and 
taught a mini-lesson on “show don’t tell”. I explained what 
the technique was, showed examples, and showed how 
using it could make their writing more successful. I also 
made it clear that they could try it out but if they didn't 
think it would fit into their final piece they didn’t have to 
include it. This choice, this idea that the writing was theirs 
to control, had a huge impact. They listened intently in 
these mini-lessons. They saw them as a time to gain 
insights into writers’ ‘tricks and secrets’ and they knew they were going to learn something that could 
help them hone their craft. This was instead of just having to listen to me talk. Many of the children 
tried out the technique because they knew that if it didn’t work for their piece, they could simply leave 
it out - the behaviour of greater-depth writers. 
 

Becoming a teacher that writes 
Whilst most of us believe that we must model writing, how many of us actually write amongst our 
children? As a school, we have been adapting our teaching to include time where we take part in the 
writing project alongside our children. 
 
During writing time, I often picked a child and wrote a quick description of them. I would also 
periodically stop the class during writing time to hear some of their developing pieces and I would offer 
mine too. They loved this! I think this made the children feel that we were a genuine community of 
writers talking and sharing writing together (Young & Ferguson 2020). They would say “Miss James, 
read us yours!”. We felt like a collective and that we were all working towards our publishing goal 
together. We were able to critique and offer advice to each other; we would point out what we loved 
and what we felt needed work. The learning conversations we had were some of the best all year.  
 
Publishing  
The final part of this project was one of my favourite moments. All 
of the children sat around in a circle. Rather than drawing each 
person as planned, we simply read our pieces. There was 
excitement in listening carefully to each other and trying to ‘Guess 
Who?’. Normally, if we sat and listened to others read their work 
from the writing unit, excitement soon died out. Instead, we sat for 
an hour with every child utterly engaged in listening and sharing 
their writing. Some of the children even went off to make further 
revisions to their texts based on people’s initial reactions.  
 
Finally, we published our texts and made them into a book. Some 
children finished a session ahead of schedule and so were able to 
continue any writing in their personal projects. Most were still so 
excited by the project that during this time they wrote further 
‘Guess Who?’ books of their own. 
 

https://writing4pleasure.com/being-a-writer-teacher/
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Impact: 
 

What did the children say? 
 

 “I  loved the option to work at my own pace.” 

 “I really liked that my teacher was writing too.” 

 “I liked that I could write as much as I wanted in a lesson.” 
 
This meant if they wanted to spend time crafting one fantastic sentence they could, or if they wanted 
to quickly draft two paragraphs full of spelling errors to edit later on, they could do that too.  
 
Many liked that we had decided on our publishing goal together. They also liked knowing they had to 
hand in their manuscript by a certain date.  But most of all, they enjoyed the element of choice. No 
longer were they all forced to write the same piece about Grandma, at the same pace, for the sole 
purpose of my evaluation. 
 
Finally, they loved that we produced something together. Not in a sense that we did a laborious ‘shared 
write’ and that they then wrote the exact same thing but that I was in it with them. I was encountering 
the delights and issues of writing alongside them every step of the way. 
 

Reflection: 
 
 

● The level of excitement they had about me writing in the classroom. I didn’t expect the 
children to be so interested in what I had to write. 

● I think it’s important that your working wall reflects the project and gives the children a 
space to go to if they are stuck or in need of ideas. 

 
My next steps following this project: 

 Ask the children before planning class writing projects. What do you think we should write? 
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